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Tawfik Hamid recently wrote an article titled "Defining 'Metrics' to Measure Radical
Islam is Vital to Defeating It."1 Hamid noted that since the September 11, 2001 attacks
by "19 radical Islamists" the focus has been on "kinetic warfare to fight the threat of
Islamic terrorism." But, he pointed out, the failure to fight the ideology that drives
"militant jihadists" will result in an endless supply of such jihadists. This ideology is
Radical Islam.
Hamid wrote:
Things get more complicated when we realize that what we call radical Islam is not
clearly defined – there are no standard metrics by which to measure it. In other words,
we are fighting an undefined enemy… The lack of metrics to measure Islamic radicalism
is further confounded by the fact that the word "radicalism" can be such a relative term.
We could argue about it forever as long as we do not have clear metrics for it.
According to Hamid, the antidote to "radical Islam" is "moderate Islam"; Hamid defined
"moderate Islam" as the rejection of "radical Islam." So let's look at Hamid's metrics for
determining whether or not a Muslim organization or individual is "radical."
Hamid wrote:
I have developed practical metrics to define Islamic radicalism. I call my approach the
Radical Islam Support Test (RIST).
RIST consists of a series of seven questions to ask a Muslim individual or organization.
The first thing that struck me when I looked over these questions was that what Hamid
called the "abhorrent ideological values" expressed in those questions were actually
Islamic Doctrine that have been a part of Islam since the 7th Century.
Below are the questions Hamid suggested. After each question I have noted one or
more Koran verses that support the Doctrine mentioned in that question; if the subject of
the question is also supported by the teachings and example of Muhammad (the
Sunnah), I have so indicated.
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1. Apostates: Do you support killing them? Should leaving the faith of Islam be
punishable by death? Koran 4:89 and Sunnah 2
2. Barbaric treatment of women: Is beating women ever acceptable and, if not, do you
reject the decrees of Islamic law that sanction the beating of women? Do you also
accept stoning women to death for committing adultery? Beating Women: Koran 4:34
and Sunnah 3
Stoning: Sunnah 4
3. Calling Jews pigs and monkeys: Do you believe that Jews are in anyway subhuman
and, if not, do you reject the Quranic interpretations that claim (Qur'an 5:60) they are? In
Koran 5:60 the transformation of folks into monkeys and swine was done by Allah to
specific people at a specific time. And Muhammad said that such transformed people
had no descendants.5
4. Declaring holy war: Do you support declaring war against non-Muslims to subjugate
them to Islam? Do you believe it is fair and reasonable to offer non-Muslims the three
options -- of conversion, paying the jizya tax or death? Koran 9:5, 9:29, and Sunnah 6
5. Enslavement: Do you support the enslavement of non-Muslim female prisoners and
having sex with them as concubines? If not, do you reject those interpretations in
Islamic law governing ma malakat aymanukum ("whom you own"), which justifies such
actions? Koran 4:24 and Sunnah 7
6. Fighting Jews: Do you support perpetual war against Jews to exterminate them and,
if not, should those Muslims who incite such war be punished? Koran 5:82, 9:29
and Sunnah 8
7. Killing gays: Do you believe it is acceptable to kill homosexuals and, if not, do you
reject those edicts in Sharia law which claim it is permitted? Sunnah 9
Here are two other "metrics" Hamid suggested:
1. The acceptance of child marriage . Koran 65:4 and Sunnah 10
2. Considering the lives of Muslims to be more precious than that of non-Muslims.
Sunnah 11
Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (11th Edition) defines "radical" as: marked by a
considerable departure from the usual or traditional.. As we can see, the metrics Hamid
proposes being used to determine "radicalism" are, with the exception of Question 3,
not a departure but rather a reiteration of the traditional unabrogated commands of Allah
found in the Koran, and the example and teachings of Muhammad found in the Sunnah.
There are other issues with Hamid's metrics. For example, he wrote:
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Based on these metrics, if any person or Islamic organization fails to reject such
abhorrent ideological values, they should not be called moderates. Instead, they should
be called what they are: Islamic radicals.
Is Hamid talking about a 100% rejection rate in RIST results? What if the Muslim being
questioned disagrees with 40% of the questions? Is there to be a sliding scale to
determine "radicalism," and if so, at what point should we become concerned? And if a
Muslim disagrees with the Islamic Doctrine involved in the RIST questions, is that
Muslim really "moderate," or would it be more accurate to label that as a "salad bar"
Muslim who picks and chooses what parts of Islam to follow? Keeping in mind of course
that just because an individual Muslim rejects certain aspects of Islamic Doctrine, that
doesn't mean that particular Doctrine is no longer valid.
A major issue with Hamid's RIST is the fact that Koran 3:28 and 16:106 allow Muslims
to deceive non-Muslims and even pretend to reject Islam, as long as they stay true to
Islam in their hearts. How does the RIST approach address this?
If one wants to focus on "radicalism," here is something to keep in mind from the
beginning:
How can you use the term radical without first identifying the norm? Normative Islam is
based on the unabrogated commands of Allah in the Koran, and the examples and
teachings of Muhammad (the Sunnah). If the Koran and the Sunnah support a Muslim's
actions, that Muslim is not radical, he is devout.
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